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The goal of this presentation is to synthesize a variety of perspectives, with an emphasis

on attachment theory, on the agency/communion polarity as first defined by David Bakan (1966).

According to Bakan, human personality was significantly shaped by two opposite and opposing

tendencies: the tendency towards self-directed, unilateral, aggressively self-interested actions

(called agency by Bakan) and the tendency towards other-directed, communal mutuality or

merger (called communion by Bakan). The underlying question that we pose can be simply stated:

Is agency/communion best approached as a polarity -- that is, as opposite and opposing forces --

forces in the personality which have often been identified as primarily masculine (agency) versus

primarily feminine (communion)? Or is it more helpful to understand agency/communion as

figure/ground. As Alan Watts once observed, in a different context, is the outline of one the inline

of the other (1960). This presentati xi very much reflects "mental work in prog >s" -- our goal is

to provide you with an overview of some of the key areas and theorists influencing and shaping

our perspective on this "polarity."
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We begin with an anecdote: Recently, in New York City, a "run-away" elevator became

stuck above the 80th floor of the Empire State Building. A young paramedic had to leap across

several feet, above 80 floors of nothing, to reach injured passengers in the elevator. Interviewed

the following day, he was asked, "Were you. scared?" He replied, "I was nervous but I was more

concerned about my patients." This anecdote captures, we believe, at least two important points

about agency and communion: first, it can often require an exercise of dramatic agency (the

dangerous leap) to accomplish a communal goal (rescue of patients). Secondly, a communion goal

can function to contain the affective anxiety and distress that can be occasioned by agency.

First, we would like to place agency within the context of Arnold Modell's recent book,

The Private Self(1993). Modell presents a complex review and critique of theories of the self. It

is beyond the bounds of this presentation to attempt an explanation of Modell's use of Gerald

Edelman's "neural Darwinism" (1987) to explain the capacities for continuity and adaptation of

the self. Instead, we would like to highlight a few simple ideas from Modell's work. As

acknowledged directly by Modell, his "private self' is a direct descendant of David Winnicott's

"true self' (1965). It is the self that exists in contrast to the "false self' often necessitated by social

relationships: the self (or selves) visible to those around us. This private self also seems to contain

the ideas captured in Peter Fonagy's formulation of the "reflective self' (Fonagy, Steele, Steele,

Moran & Higgitt, 1991). It is the self that is capable of knowledge of self-in-relationships and

others-in-relationships. Additionally, it is the self that is autonomous and capable of renewal and

extension. It is the self that allows solitude without loneliness, that generates passionate interests

and personal motivations. It is, therefore, agentic --directing our world towards personal interests

and private goals.
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Nonetheless, according to Modell, the formation of this private self depends, not directly

upon development of agentic capacities, but rather upon adequate maternal nurturing in infancy.

Here we have the first suggestion of attachment theory as relevant to the agency/communion

polarity. Modell's synthesis suggests that agency only evolves in the context of an intensely

communal relationship -- that communion is the ground which defines the agentic figure.

Now let us leap not quite as dramatically as the young paramedic, but abruptly at least -

- to Arthur Koestler's book, The Ghost in the Machine (1967). In this book, Koestler was

concerned with the functioning of complex systems - systems which are complex in both structure

and function. According to Koestler, such systems are organized hierarchically, both in structure

and fimction. That is, each component of the system has its own function, subsets of components

have discrete functions, and the system as a whole has a unique function.

Koestler used the term "holon" for the components and proposed that the overall system

remains stable and functional only as long as the "self-assertive" and "integrative" tendencies of

the holons are in equilibrium. The self-assertive tendency bears a striking resemblance to Bakan's

agency, as the integrative tendency does to communion. And again, this formulation is evocative

of attachment. Attachment is a complex behavioral system and is also part of a larger system of

behavioral systms (Hinde, 1982). Note that, in Koestler's formulation, although the tendencies

are contrasted, the emphasis is on equilibrium in the service of a larger system. Similarly, Modell's

formulation could be construed as an equilibrium, through development, between agency and

communion, in the service of a functional private self.

Now we need to make another leap -- or, to use a more appropriate metaphor -- to speak

in a different voice. Specifically, we want to integrate into this increasingly complex system, the
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voice and point of view from the developing field of women's psychology. First, we consider

Carol Gilligan's book; In a Different Voice (1982/93). Gilligan was concerned with restoring

women's voices to the "narrative of adult development."

Gilligan herself best makes the point we want to highlight here: "...in the adolescent years,

male and female voices typically speak of the importance of different truths, the former [male] of

the role of separation as it defines and empowers the self, the latter [female] of the ongoing

process of attachment that creates and sustains the human communiy" (emphases added).

This passage is evocative of Koestler, as Gilligan is concerned with restoring women's lost

voice because with that voice silenced, we lose equilibrium in the system, sacrificing our

understanding of "...two disparate modes of experience that are in the end connected."

In Gilligan's work, there is the suggestion of agency as masculine and communion as

feminine; also of agency as separation and communion as attachment. At this point, I want to

remind you of the anecdote offered at the beginning of this presentation and challenge, albeit

gently and with reservations, Gilligan's sharp division of the masculine and feminine "holons."

Being choosy as is the prerogative of synthesizers, we emphasize the last quote from Gilligan, the

reference to "disparate modes...that are in the end connected." This connectedness bears a closer

resemblance to figure/ground than to positive/negative polarity.

Continuing with the perspective from women's psychology, we also want to include ideas

from the multied-authored Women's Growth in Connection -- a book by psychologists at the

Stone Center of Wellesley College (Jordan, Kaplan, Miller, Stiver & Surrey, 1991). Here Jean

Baker Miller, in the chapter on the development of women's sense of self, explicitly cites Bakan's

"agency-in-community" phrase but with a different meaning -- or voice. According to Miller,
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agency is identified with aggression and action; and action, for women, "...is doing for other(s)

within a relationship."

In a later chapter, Janet Surrey develops the meaning of "self-in-relation" - "an

evolutionary process of development through relationship." This is a very different view of

maturation than the traditional formulation, implicit in Modell's private self, of development from

connection, or attachment, to individuation, or separation. "The direction of growth is not toward

greater degrees of autonomy or individuation and the breaking of early emotional ties, but toward

a process of growth within relationship, where...all...involved are encouraged and challenged to

maintain connection..."

Here we have a formulation that is at least suggestive of agency in the service of

communion, and of communion as a life-long goal. Which brings us rather neatly to attachment

theory.

For this presentation, our primary reference will be John Bowlby's last book on

attachment, A Secure Base (1988). To briefly review the essentials, attachment is a biologically

based behavioral system. In infancy, attachment is predominant over all other behavioral systems,

that is, when the attachment system is activated, other behavioral systems are inactivated until

attachment needs are met. The function of the attachment behavioral system is to ensure survival

of the altricial young by protecting the young from threats to survival. This protection is achieved

through proximity to an identified "attachment figure" -- a particular care-giver who is older and

wiser. To accomplish this function, the attachment system involves consistent monitoring of the

proximity of the special caregiver and a repertoire of specific behaviors (for example, crying,
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reaching, clinging, following) to maintain or restore proximity. The role of the attachment figure

is to take whatever action is necessary, repeatedly and reliably, to protect the child from harm.

With development, the attachment figure is internalized, becoming a behaviorally and

emotionally reliable feature of the child's representational world as well as the physical world. This

internal representation, built on and mirroring the physical reality, provides the child with a secure

base from which to explore the world.

"A central feature of [Bowlby's] concept of parenting [is] the provision by both pareha of

a secure base from which a child or an adolescent can make sorties into the outside world and to

which he can return knowing for sure that he will be.welcomed when he gets there, nourished

physically and emotionally, comforted if distressed, reassured if frightened."

Although attachment theory is rich in complexity and offers, as Sroufe and Waters (1977)

have pointed out, a powerful "organizing construct" for developmental psychology, there are a

few fairly simple points of particular relevance to the agency/communion paradigm.

First, note that the child's attachment system functions to protect the child from danger,

but that this function is only fulfilled if the attachment figure, towards whom the behaviors are

directed, is capable of and willing to act effectively to protect the child. In other words, the

attachment figure must offer agency -- agency which, in an ethological sense;is primarily an

aggressive protection from danger -- in the service of safety for the child -- that is, agency

directed towards a communal purpose.

Conversely, if the attachment needs are adequately met, a secure base is created from

which the child can confidently explore the environment. Here we are reminded of Modell's

formulation of agency growing out of adequate maternal nurturance. The child's agency -- that is,
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the child's directed and purposive exploration of the world -- in attachment theory, is the direct

outcome of the security offered by an effective attachment relationship.

Thus, the parent's agency, to be successful, must be able to encompass aggression in the

service of safety for the child. And the parent's agency in the service of gafety is rewarded by the

development of agency in the child. The communal secure base is maintained only by appropriate

exercise of agency by the parents and promotes the exercise of agency by the young.

Developmentally, then, attachment precedes exploration, which is to say that communion

precedes agency. But, exploration leads, ultimately to the development not just of a private self

but also of new relationships which culminate in the development of a reciprocal intimate

relationship which culminates in pair bonding and parenting. Intimacy and parenting are, of

course, a return to communion. As we have seen, parenting is communion (that is, attachment) in

the service 01 agency (that is, the development of agency in the child) and agency (that is, the

parental protection of the child) in the service of communion (that is, secure attachment for the

child).

As adolescents and adults moving towards intimacy, we exercise agency-towards-

communion. As parents providing security for our young, we exercise agency-within-communion.

One very practical problem with viewing agency and communion as a polarity is that by so doing

we risk not hearing and not seeing the agency-within-communion that characterizes caregivers

within an attachment relationship. This could lead, for example, to a serious under-estimation of

the prevalence and role of agency in the lives of women, and could indeed underlie the old view of

the agency/communion polarity as a male/female polarity.
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Finally, we consider the affective consequences of agency and the role of communion in

containing those affects (West & Sheldon-Keller, 1994). Separation and individuation brings with

it, along with the potential for agentic action, anxiety and fear associated with aloneness and

individual responsibility for our present and fiiture. Because anxiety blocks action, anxiety must be

contained for effective agency. The anxiety of individuation can be contained by a communal

orientation -- analogously to the containment of fear in the opening anecdote by the orientation

towards the well being of those perceived as patients. The most effective communal containment

of anxiety is offered by attachment relationships - recall that among the purposes of a secure base

is comfort when distressed and reassurance when frightened. An internalized secure based

generalizes so that attachment -- or communion -- offers the primary containment for the fear and

anxiety associated with individual action -- or agency.

To summarize:

From Modell, we take an understanding of the private self and the necessity of adequate maternal

nurturance (communion) for development of the private (agentic) self.

From Koestler, we take the necessary equilibrium between self-assertion (agency) and integration

(communion) for the proper functioning of a complex system (personality).

From Gilligan, we take the essential connectedness of the disparate voices of empowerment of the

self (agency) and sustenance of the community (communion).

From the writings from the Stone Center, we take the perspective of development, not as

progression from attachment (communion) to separation/individuation (agency) but towards self-

in-relation (agency-within-communion).
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From Bowlby, we take the developmental precedence of attachment (communion) over

exploration (agency); the necessity of parental agency to create the communal secure base; the

necessity of the secure base to the exploration that leads in turn to relational intimacy and

parenting.

From our own work, we take the use of attachment (communion) to contain the affective distress

associated with action (agency).

So the new perspective we take from these varied viewpoints -- each supported by bodies

of research -- is that agency and communion are not a polarity but a complex figure/ground, or an

oscillation, that serve development optimally when operating in concert, not in opposition.
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